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Bound magnetic polarons~BMP’s! in p-type Cu2Mn0.9Zn0.1SnS4 were investigated using magnetization
measurements. The magnetizationM was studied from 2 to 60 K in magnetic fields up to 55 kOe. The data
show the characteristic features of BMP’s in the collective regime. In addition, the onset of antiferromagnetic
order in the ‘‘matrix’’ surrounding the BMP’s leads to anomalies in the BMP susceptibility at the Ne´el
temperature of the matrixTN58 K. Below 15 K the low-field magnetization of the BMP’s is quite anisotropic.
A detailed analysis of the isothermal magnetization curves, based on Wolff’s work but with some additional
assumptions, separates the BMP contributions toM from the contribution of the matrix. The analysis gives the
spontaneous momentms of a single BMP as a function of temperatureT, and the concentrationN of BMP’s.
The valuems5143 Bohr magnetons/BMP at the lowest temperatures is consistent with the expected radius of
the hole orbit, of order 10 Å. The observedT dependence ofms is compared with theoretical calculations based
on a model that assumes that the wave function in the absence of thep-d interaction is hydrogenic. The
calculated decrease ofms with increasingT is somewhat slower than that deduced from the experimental data.
The BMP concentrationN, from an analysis of the magnetization data, is about 231019 BMP/cm3 in all the
samples. ThisN is consistent with the observed hopping conductivity at low temperatures. High-field magne-
tization data, up to 300 kOe, show the canted-to-paramagnetic phase transition of the matrix. At 1.4 K the
transition is near 225 kOe.@S0163-1829~97!01235-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The characteristic features of magnetic semiconduct1

and of dilute magnetic semiconductors2,3 arise from thesp-
d f interaction. This interaction couples the spins ofs-like
electrons andp-like holes near the band edges to thed- or
f -shell spins of the transition ions. When donors or accep
are present, thesp-d f interaction often leads to the forma
tion of bound magnetic polarons~BMP’s!. A BMP is a par-
ticular type of complex near an occupied donor or an acc
tor. It consists of the bound electron~hole! together with the
spins of the transition ions within the Bohr orbit. Due to t
sp-d f interaction the latter spins can have a significant
ferromagnetic alignment, in which case the BMP resemble
‘‘ferromagnetic bubble’’ embedded in a matrix of transitio
ions that surround it.

The early research on BMP’s was carried out some 20
years ago, mainly on the Eu chalcogenides, which are
best-known magnetic semiconductors. Among the earl
works were the experiments of von Molnar and Methfess4

and the theories of Yanase and Kasuya5 and Nagaev.6 These
were followed by many experiments~e.g., Refs. 7–11! and
560163-1829/97/56~11!/6673~8!/$10.00
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theoretical treatments~e.g., Refs. 12–14!. More recent works
on BMP’s in bulk materials focused on II-VI dilute magnet
semiconductors~DMS’s!.15–17 These recent works were re
viewed by Wolff.18

The recent works on DMS’s showed that apprecia
BMP effects may be observed even when the time-avera
ferromagnetic alignment of thed spins in the BMP is very
weak. The reason is that theinstantaneousmagnetic moment
may still be appreciable due to fluctuations about the tim
averaged value. This is a consequence of the finite numbe
d spins within the Bohr orbit. The case of a weak tim
averaged BMP magnetic moment is therefore called
‘‘fluctuation regime.’’

On the other hand, when the time-averaged BMP m
netic moment is appreciable~compared to the net saturatio
moment of all the spins in the Bohr orbit! one speaks of the
‘‘collective regime.’’ The fluctuation regime occurs at rela
tively high temperatures and the collective regime at l
temperatures. The temperature where the smooth trans
between the two regimes occurs is governed by sev
parameters.18 The BMP’s observed in the early studies of th
Eu chalocogenides7–11 were in the collective regime. On th
6673 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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6674 56G. H. McCABE et al.
other hand, BMP’s inn-type II-VI DMS’s are usually in the
fluctuation regime because the collective regime is reac
only below;1 K.16–18

Conditions for observing BMP’s in the collective regim
are very favorable inp-type Mn-based DMS’s having th
stannite or wurtz-stannite crystal structures.19 The antiferro-
magnetic~AF! interaction between the Mn21 spins is greatly
reduced in these crystal structures,20 which facilitates the
alignment of the Mn spins within the Bohr orbit. In additio
the binding energy for acceptor BMP’s in these materials
much larger than for donor BMP’s. One reason is that B
radius for holes is smaller. Another reason is that thep-d
exchange constantb for holes is much larger than thes-d
exchange constanta for electrons. The collective regime i
p-type DMS with the stannite structure may extend up to 1
K or even higher temperatures.19

Pure Cu2MnSnS4 has the stannite crystal structure and
orders antiferromagnetically at 8.8 K.20 The present work is
on BMP’s in p-type Cu2Mn0.9Zn0.1SnS4. This DMS also has
the stannite structure. The focus of the work is on the c
lective regime. Although this regime of BMP behavior w
previously studied in a few materials,7,9,21,22there was only
one previous study of the magnetic behavior over a w
temperature range.23 The magnetization at temperatur
somewhat above the collective regime was studied by W
towicz et al. using the photomemory effect.24

In the present work the BMP magnetization was measu
over the temperature range 2<T<60 K. A detailed analysis
yielded the BMP spontaneous magnetic momentms(T) and
the concentrationN of BMP’s. The results forms(T) were
compared with detailed theoretical calculations. The m
netic behavior of the Mn ions in the matrix outside t
BMP’s was also studied. The latter behavior is compa
with the behavior of a Cu2MnSnS4 sample with no BMP’s.20

Some electrical transport data for Cu2Mn0.9Zn0.1SnS4 are
also presented. They support the existence of acce
BMP’s in this material.

II. EXPERIMENT

Three single crystals of Cu2MnxZn12xSnS4, called
samplesA, B, andC, were studied. They were grown by th
Bridgman method under very similar conditions. All thre
crystals had a nominal Mn concentrationx50.9. ~Note that
this x refers to the fraction ofdivalentcations that are Mn.!
The actual Mn concentration was determined only
sampleA, using the high-field saturation magnetic mome
A comparison of this saturation moment with that
Cu2MnSnS4 gave x50.88. A slightly lower value for the
same sample,x50.85, was obtained from a comparison
the Curie constant with that of Cu2MnSnS4. The value from
the saturation moment was considered to be more accu
The magnetic behavior of all three samples in fields up to
kOe was very similar, but only sampleA was studied at
higher fields.

The magnetization was measured using the equipmen
scribed in Ref. 20. SamplesA andB were oriented by x rays
and magnetization data for them were taken with the m
netic field H both parallel and perpendicular to thec axis.
Sample C was not oriented and its magnetization was m
sured only for one field direction.
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Resistivity data were taken on an unoriented plate t
was cut from the same boule as same C. This plate will
called C* . The plate was 380mm thick and the other linea
dimensions were several millimeters. Electrical conta
were made with indium. The resistivity was measured w
the van der Paw method using dc current.

III. ELECTRICAL TRANSPORT

The sign of the thermoelectric power was determined
room temperature. The results showed that all samplesA,
B, C, and the plate C* ) werep type. Attempts to obtain the
hole concentration from Hall measurements on plate*
were unsuccessful, presumably because the mobility
low.

The resistivityr was measured from 350 to 2 K. Th
results, plotted as a function of 1/T, are shown in Fig. 1. The
behavior at the higher temperatures is typical for a grad
freezing out of the carriers with decreasingT. At lower tem-
peratures the behavior is characteristic of hopp
conduction.25 The hole binding energyEb near room tem-
perature was estimated from the nearly linear variation
ln(r) with 1/T in this temperature region. The result wa
Eb>95 meV, with an uncertainly of about 10%.

The behavior in Fig. 1 indicates that the acceptor conc
tration N is lower than the critical concentrationNc at the
metal-insulator transition. The usual Mott estimate ofNc is,
in terms of the effective Bohr radiusa0* ,

Nc>~0.26/a0* !3. ~1!

A typical value for acceptors in II-VI semiconductors
a0* 510 Å, which leads toNc>231019 cm23. This value
does not include the effect of thep-d interaction on the hole
orbit in the BMP. The hole wave function in a BMP i
‘‘pulled in,’’ so that the effective hole radius is smaller tha
in the absence of thep-d interaction. Starting from a simple
hydrogenic model for the acceptor, the shape of the h
wave function in the BMP does not remain exac
hydrogenic.19 Nevertheless, a rough idea of the shrinking
the hole orbit may be obtained by focusing on the peak in
radial probability density 4pr 2ufu2. The calculations pre-
sented below indicated that whenT is of order 10 K, or

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the resistivityr of plateC* .
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56 6675BOUND MAGNETIC POLARONS INp-TYPE . . .
lower, this peak is near 0.65a0* , compared toa0* in the hy-
drogenic model. On this basis, the estimate forNc should
change to about 731019 cm23. The data in Fig. 1 sugges
therefore that the actual acceptor concentrationN in sample
C* was lower than;1020 cm23. As discussed later, th
analysis of the magnetization data for samplesA, B, andC
led to acceptor concentrationsN>231019 cm23.

Magnetoresistance~MR! data are shown in Fig. 2. Thes
data were taken withH in the plane of theC* plate, but
other data at 9 kOe showed that the MR was not sensitiv
field direction. The negative MR in Fig. 2 is typical for hop
ping conduction involving BMP’s.8,10,11 With increasingH,
the Mn spins outside the BMP become increasingly m
parallel and the difference between the magnetization in
and outside the BMP decreases. One of the consequenc
that the hole orbit in the BMP expands with increasingH,
leading to an increase in the hopping conduction. The m
nitude of the MR decreases with increasingT because for a
given H the alignment of the Mn spins outside the BMP
weaker at higherT.

IV. MAGNETIZATION

A. Characteristic magnetization of BMP’s
in the collective regime

Figure 3 compares the low-temperature magnetizationM
of samplesA and B (x>0.9) with that of Cu2MnSnS4
(x51). The Cu2MnSnS4 sample was studied in Ref. 20. A
the data in Fig. 3 were taken at 2 K, withH'c. The most
significant feature is the fast rise ofM at low H for samples
A andB. The fast rise does not occur in Cu2MnSnS4. A fast
magnetization rise at lowH was also observed at 2 K when
samplesA and B were measured in the configurationHic,
and also in sampleC which was not oriented relative toH.
The other noteworthy feature in Fig. 3 is that above 10 k
the slopedM/dH for samplesA and B is close to that for
Cu2MnSnS4.

The rapid rise ofM at low H is attributed to BMP’s
associated with holes bound to acceptors. The much slo
magnetization rise above 10 kOe is attributed to thed spins
outside the BMP’s. This interpretation is supported by s

FIG. 2. Magnetoresistance of plateC* at several temperatures
to
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eral arguments, as discussed later. A similar interpretatio
magnetization data was given in Refs. 7, 9, 21, and 22.

As noted earlier, all three samples withx>0.9 exhibited
p-type conductivity at room temperatures. In addition, t
resistivity of plateC* rose by four orders of magnitude o
cooling from 300 to 2 K and the conduction at low tempera
tures was characteristic of hopping. These resistivity featu
indicate that at lowT practically all the holes were bound t
acceptors. Such bound holes should lead to BMP’s. In c
trast, the Cu2MnSnS4 sample studied in Ref. 20, whose ma
netization is also shown in Fig. 3, had high resistivity
room temperature~an insulator!. It is not surprising therefore
that this sample did not show the characteristic features
BMP’s.

In the collective regime each BMP has a sizable net sp
taneous magnetic moment. At lowT this moment aligns
readily in a magnetic field, leading to a fast rise ofM at low
H. This rapid rise stands out clearly in the present samp
because thed spins in the matrixoutsidethe BMP align only
slowly with H. ~The moment perd spin is much smaller than
that of the BMP and thed spins interact antiferromagnet
cally.! As discussed later, approximately 9% of the Mn sp
in samplesA andB were inside the BMP’s, with the remain
ing 91% in the matrix outside the BMP’s. The magnetizati
of the d spins in the matrix is expected to be similar to th
of Cu2MnSnS4 with no BMP’s.7

Figure 4 shows theT dependence of the low-field susce
tibility x of sampleA for both Hic ~parallel susceptibility!
and H'c ~perpendicular susceptibility!. Also shown, for
comparison, is the low-H susceptibility of the Cu2MnSnS4
sample~with no BMP’s!. The data for Cu2MnSnS4 are for
H'c, but the values forHic are similar or even smaller.20 It
is clear from Fig. 4 that at these low temperatures the s
ceptibility of sampleA, for either field direction, is more
than an order of magnitude larger than that of a sim
sample with no BMP’s. The much higher susceptibility
just another manifestation of the rapid alignment of the BM
moment in a fieldH. Similar results were obtained fo
samplesB andC.

FIG. 3. Magnetization of samplesA andB ~both withx>0.9) at
2 K. Also shown, for comparison, is the magnetization of a sam
with x51 and with no BMP’s~Ref. 20!. In all cases the magnetic
field H is perpendicular to thec axis.
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6676 56G. H. McCABE et al.
Other noteworthy features in Fig. 4 are~i! a significant
difference between the susceptibilities forHic andH'c and
~ii ! ‘‘anomalies’’ in the T dependence ofx near 8 K. For
Hic the susceptibility exhibits a peak, while forH'c the
curvex vs T is significantly flatter near 8 K. The temperatu
8 K is almost certainly the Ne´el temperatureTN , where the
Mn spins in the matrix order antiferromagnetically. F
Cu2MnSnS4 (x51), the data of Ref. 20 gaveTN58.8 K.
From mean-field theory one expects thatTN is proportional
to x, i.e., TN58 K for the present samples withx>0.9.

The boundary between the BMP and the matrix surrou
ing it is not sharp. The susceptibility data in Fig. 4 imply th
the onset of AF order in the matrix affects the BMP susc
tibility and its anisotropy. There is therefore an interacti
between the matrix and the BMP, and this interaction
probably a major cause of the anisotropy in the BMP. T
work on Cu2MnSnS4 revealed a magnetic anisotropy belo
TN .20 In the present study the anisotropy in the BMP s
ceptibility disappears above 2TN .

Another possible cause for anisotropy of acceptor BM
in noncubic materials was considered by Scalbertet al.26 It is
related to the anisotropy of the hole and of thep-d exchange
parameterb. In a wurtzite material thec axis becomes the
preferred axis for the BMP moment. The matrix in th
model is magnetically isotropic~and exhibits no long-range
AF order!. In the present study, however, the pronounc
change in the anisotropy of the BMP susceptibility nearTN

~Fig. 4! suggests that the main cause of the BMP anisotr
is the BMP-matrix interaction. The matrix can also affect t
interaction between the BMP’s themselves. This interact
which is mentioned later, involves the matrix separat
nearby BMP’s. A magnetically anisotropic matrix can cau
this interaction to depend on the orientation of the magn
moments of the BMP’s. To our knowledge there is no ava
able theoretical treatment of the BMP anisotropy result
from the matrix anisotropy. A detailed explanation of t
BMP anisotropy observed in the present work remains a
ture challenge.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the low-field susceptib
x in sampleA, for bothHic andH'c. Also shown, for comparison
is the susceptibility of a sample withx51 and with no BMP’s~Ref.
20!.
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B. Temperature dependence of the magnetization

Figure 5 shows magnetization curves of sampleA at vari-
ous temperatures up to 50 K. These data are forH'c. At low
temperatures, the fast BMP-magnetization rise can be ea
separated from the matrix magnetization. However, asT in-
creases, the BMP magnetization rises more slowly an
becomes more difficult to isolate the BMP contribution to t
magnetization. A quantitative analysis that separates
BMP and matrix contributions toM is presented later.

Data for the same sample in the configurationHic are
shown in Fig. 6. Above 10 K the results are similar to tho
in Fig. 5, but at lower temperatures the AF order in t
matrix leads to different features. First, the low-field slope
the magnetization curve decreases asT changes from 10 to 5
to 2 K. This feature is just another manifestation of the s
ceptibility peak in Fig. 4, forHic. Second, the magnetizatio
curves for 2, 5, and 10 K intersect at higher fields. This i
consequence of the fact, discussed later, that the BMP s
taneous moment increases asT decreases. Thus, although th
curve for 2 K starts with a lower slope, it must overtake th
other curves at higher fields.

y FIG. 5. Isothermal magnetization curves of sampleA, measured
with H'c.

FIG. 6. Isothermal magnetization curves of sampleA, measured
with Hic. Data points are shown only for the curve at 2 K. T
curve forT510 K is dotted, for clarity.
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56 6677BOUND MAGNETIC POLARONS INp-TYPE . . .
A close examination of the 2 K data in Fig. 6 shows a
vestige of the spin reorientation process~analogous to a spin
flop!. This process, observed more clearly in Cu2MnSnS4,20

is a property of the matrix. In sampleA the spin reorientation
is near 15 kOe, compared to 28 kOe for Cu2MnSnS4.

Magnetization curves in temperatures up to about 60
were also obtained for sampleB ~with both Hic andH'c)
and sampleC ~at one unknown field direction!. The data for
these samples were less extensive than for sampleA, but
were otherwise very similar.

C. Analysis of the magnetization curves

A quantitative analysis of the magnetization curves w
performed for three purposes:~i! to separate the contributio
of the BMP’s from that of the matrix,~ii ! to find the spon-
taneous momentms of a single BMP, and~iii ! to find the
concentration of the BMP’s. In the collective regime, ea
BMP has a spontaneous momentms that depends on the
temperatureT. If the number of BMP’s isN, then the align-
ment of the spontaneous moments of all the BMP’s lead
a total BMP momentNms . The numberN should corre-
spond to the number of occupied acceptors. Based on
resistivity data, practically all acceptors are occupied be
100 K, so thatN should be constant at these temperature

At the lowest temperatures the total BMP momentNms
can be estimated by a linear extrapolation of the high-fi
portion of the magnetization curve toH50. Such a proce-
dure can be carried out on the data in Fig. 3, for exam
However, this intuitive approach is not applicable above
K because the separation between the BMP and matrix
tributions to M becomes less obvious~see Figs. 5 and 6!.
Another drawback of a simple extrapolation is that it giv
only the productNms , but notN andms separately.

The quantitative analysis of the isothermal magnetizat
curves was based on the equation

M5NmsL~meffH/kBT!1xmH, ~2!

whereL(x) is the Langevin function,kB is the Boltzmann
constant,meff is aneffectivespontaneous moment per BM
~discussed below!, andxm is the susceptibility of the matrix
The first term in Eq.~2! represents the contribution of th
BMP’s. The termxmH is the matrix contribution.

In Eq. ~2! a distinction is made between the true a
effective spontaneous moments of a BMP,ms andmeff , re-
spectively. The true spontaneously momentms is equal to
the magnitude of the aligned moment of a single BMP.
the other hand, the effective momentmeff in the argument of
the Langevin function determines how quickly the true m
ment aligns alongH. In an early review by Wolff there was
no distinction betweenms andmeff and the BMP magnetiza
tion in the collective regime was represented by a Lange
function with meff5ms in its argument.18 However, in
Wolff’s more recent work23 the argument of the Langevi
function was changed tomsH/kB(T1T8). The added tem-
peratureT8 represents the interaction between the BMP’s27

Wolff’s recent form for the argument of the Langevin fun
tion is equivalent to that in Eq.~2!, with meff5msT/(T1T8).

In the present work other influences on the BMP, aris
from the BMP-matrix interaction, need to be included al
In the following analysis it wasassumedthat a Langevin
K
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function having the form in Eq.~2! can account both for the
effects of the matrix and for any interaction between BMP
The good fit that were obtained using Eq.~2! support this
approach.

Physically, a largermeff corresponds to a faster rise of th
BMP magnetization withH. Therefore, the susceptibility
peak forHic ~Fig. 4! implies high values ofmeff . The an-
isotropy of the low-field susceptibility in Fig. 4, which i
evident below 15 K, corresponds to a dependence ofmeff on
field direction. The relation betweenmeff and ms is then
more complicated than a simple ratioT/(T1T8).

The fitting parameters in Eq.~2! areNms , meff , andxm .
To obtain ms(T) and N separately, we used a procedu
based on the following assumption: at sufficiently high te
peratures (T@TN ,T8) the BMP interactions with the matrix
and with other BMP’s are insignificant compared to the th
mal energy. A more explicit statement of this assumption
that at high temperaturesmeff ~in the argument of the Lange
vin function! is nearly equal toms .

To test the validity of this assumption we imposed t
following experimental criteria for the existence of a hig
temperature regime wheremeff>ms . First, meff , which is
obtained directly from the fit to Eq.~2!, should not depend
on the direction ofH. Second,meff should not vary from
sample to sample.~In a material with a given composition
ms is a property of the BMP, not of the sample!. Third, in
any given sample the ratioNms /meff should be equal to the
number N of occupied acceptors and should therefore
independent ofT. ~It is assumed that the temperature is s
low enough that practically none of the acceptors are i
ized.! A high-temperature region satisfying these crite
was, in fact, found in the data analysis. The ratioNms /meff
in this region was then used to obtainN for each of the
samples. With thisN and the values ofNms from the fits at
different T, the true spontaneous moment per BMP,ms(T),
was obtained.

Before describing the results of the analysis, we disc
the limitations of Eq.~2!. The linear termxmH should be a
good approximation for the matrix magnetization aboveTN .
~This statement was verified by a mean-field numerical so
tion of the magnetization curves between 10 and 50 K,
fields up to 55 kOe!. For T,TN , however, the matrix con-
tribution is well approximated byxmH only for H'c, but not
for Hic. For the latter field direction, spin rotation~anala-
gous to a spin flop! leads to a nonlinear relation between t
matrix magnetization andH.20 For this reason the use of Eq
~1! at T,TN was restricted toH'c.

There was also an upper limit on the temperature at wh
Eq. ~2! could be used. At sufficiently highT the Langevin
function became approximately linear inH, for fields up to
55 kOe. It was then difficult to distinguish between the tw
terms in Eq.~2!. This became evident from the large unce
tainties in the fitting parameters. The parameters obtai
from the fits were judged to be reliable only below 50
Parameters from fits at higher temperature were exclude

The fits to Eq.~2! described the magnetization curve
quite well. An example is shown in Fig. 7. Values ofNms
~total moment of all the BMP’s! obtained from such fits are
shown in Fig. 8. For sampleA, Nms at the lowestT was 5.1
emu/g. The saturation momentM0 of all the Mn spins in this
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6678 56G. H. McCABE et al.
sample~measured at high fields, as discussed later! was 54
emu/g. Thus approximately 9% of the Mn spins in sampleA
were inside BMP’s. The remaining 91% were in the mat
outside the BMP’s. These percentages are based, of co
on a simple picture in which there is a sharp boundary
tween the BMP’s and the matrix and in which the sp
inside each BMP are saturated at lowT.

Figure 8 also shows that values forNms in sampleB were
similar to those in sampleA. For sampleC the values were
only slightly higher. SinceNms depends on the numberN of
BMP’s, which is also the number of occupied acceptors, i
somewhat surprising thatNms was not very sample depen
dent. Apparently, using the same crystal growth conditio
led to similar acceptor concentrations in all the samples.

Figure 9~a! showsmeff as a function ofT for sampleA.
These results for bothHic andH'c are from fits to Eq.~2!.
As expected, the anisotropy of the low-field susceptibil

FIG. 7. Example of a fit of an isothermal magnetization curve
Eq. ~2!. Here the fit is to the data for sampleA at 15 K and with
H'c.

FIG. 8. Values ofNms ~total moment of the BMP’s per gram!
obtained from fits of the magnetization curves in samplesA, B, and
C to Eq. ~2!.
se,
-

s

s

~Fig. 4! gives rise to an anisotropy ofmeff . This anisotropy
disappears above 20 K, which suggests that above 20 Kmeff
in sampleA is nearly equal toms . The results for sampleB
are similar, but in sampleC with its somewhat higher BMP
concentration the anisotropy ofmeff disappears only above
30 K. ~The result for samplesB andC are not shown.! Very
significantly, in the temperature region wheremeff is isotro-
pic, the values ofmeff in all three samples are practically th
same. These results support the basic assumption
meff>ms at high temperatures.

Additional support for this assumption comes from resu
for Nms /meff . For each sample this ratio is nearly tempe

FIG. 9. ~a! Effective momentmeff of a single BMP in sampleA,
for both Hic andH'c. ~b! Matrix susceptibilityxm in samplesA
andB for H'c. These results are from fits of magnetization curv
to Eq. ~2!.

FIG. 10. ~True! spontaneous momentms of a single BMP as a
function of T. These results are based on the analysis discusse
the text. The solid curve is from the theoretical simulations in S
IV D.
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ture independent at the high temperatures where the an
ropy of meff disappears. Settingmeff5ms at these tempera
tures, the average values ofNms /meff for each sample give
the following BMP concentrations:N5(3.860.2)31018

BMP/g for sampleA, (3.760.4)31018 BMP/g for sampleB,
and (4.660.3)31018 BMP/g for sampleC. These corre-
spond to 1.731019, 1.631019, and 2.031019 BMP/cm3, re-
spectively.

Using theseN and theNms in Fig. 8, values forms as a
function ofT were obtained. These results are shown in F
10. The values ofms in all the samples and for all field
directions seem to follow a universal curve. This is cons
tent with the physical picture in whichms is an intrinsic
property of the BMP and is independent of field directio
The extrapolated value ofms at T50 is about 143mB
perBMP. Assuming a moment of 5mB per Mn21 ion, this
result corresponds to 28.6 Mn ions per BMP. Using a cru
model for the BMP, in which all the Mn spins within
sphere of radiusR are fully aligned while there is no align
ment outside the sphere, one obtainsR510.7 Å. Such a ra-
dius is comparable to a typical Bohr radius for an accepto
II-VI materials, which lends further support to the interpr
tation of the magnetization data in terms of BMP’s asso
ated with acceptors.

D. Theoretical modeling

The theoretical modeling followed Ref. 19, as adapted
the present material. The acceptor BMP consists of a h
bound to an acceptor while interacting with the Mn ions v
the localizedp-d exchange interaction. The acceptor’s sta
investigated by Baldereschi and Lipari include the effects
the complex band structure at the valence-band edge.28 Here
we approximate the acceptor’s ground state in the absenc
the p-d interaction by a hydrogenic structure with an effe
tive Bohr radiusa0* . The p-d interaction changes the wav
function and the binding energy. It is assumed that the en
lope functionf(r ) for the ground state remains spherica
symmetric.

The Schro¨dinger equation forf(r ) is given by Eq.~15! of
Ref. 19. Because the AF interactions between the Mn s
are relatively weak in the stannite structure, the effective
concentrationx̄ that appears in this equation was replaced
the actual concentrationx. We used the measured Mn co
centration, 88% of the divalent cations. This correspond
x50.22 in the notation of Ref. 19, in whichx is the Mn
concentration as a fraction ofall the cations. The Mn system
was treated as paramagnetic, ignoring the AF order of
matrix below 8 K. The magnetic anisotropy of the Mn sy
tem was also ignored. The weak AF interactions between
Mn ions were included by replacing the temperatureT by an
effective temperatureT1TAF. ~The temperature enters int
thep-d exchange potentialVexchof Ref. 19 via the paramete
j, which is inversely proportional toT.! The valueTAF522
K was chosen based on the estimated Curie-Weiss temp
tureu5222 K. This estimate used the valueu5225 K for
Cu2MnSnS4 ~Ref. 20! and the proportionality betweenu and
x.

Several of the material parameters needed for the theo
ical modeling were not known. They were chosen as follo
The p-d exchange constantN0b ~or N0J in the notation of
ot-
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Ref. 19! was set equal to the value20.88 eV in
Cd12xMn xTe.29 Two other parameters, the effective Ry
bergR0* in the absence of thep-d interaction and the dielec
tric constant«, were chosen to given an approximate agre
ment with the measured acceptor binding energy at 30
~Sec. III! and the experimental value ofms at 5 K. The
chosen valuesR0* 560 meV and«512.76 lead to a hole
effective massm* /m050.718 and toa0* 59.4 Å.

The p-d exchange potential is given by Eq.~17! of Ref.
19. The second term in this equation is the fluctuation term30

This term is unimportant in the collective regime of the BM
and it did not have a significant affect on the calculated
sults in the rangeT,50 K wherems was measured. Never
theless, the fluctuation term was included in the calculat
because it affected the binding energy at 300 K that was u
to select the values ofR0* and«.

The nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation for the envelop
function f(r ) was solved numerically by iterative
methods.19 The hydrogenic wave functionf(r )}exp(2r /
a0* ) was used as an initial guess. The solution forf(r ) led to
many properties of the BMP, including the binding ener
and the separate contributions of the Coulomb andp-d in-
teractions to this energy. The spontaneous momentms of the
BMP was obtained by integrating the correlation functi
^s–Sj& between the hole spins and the Mn spinsS j , as
discussed in Ref. 19. All the calculations were only f
H50.

Figure 10 compares the calculatedT dependence ofms
with the experimental values. There is qualitative agreem

FIG. 11. ~a! High-field magnetization of sampleA, measured at
0.6 and 1.4 K.~b! Differential susceptibilitydM/dH obtained nu-
merically from the data in~a!.
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although, clearly, the calculated values decrease less ra
with increasingT. It is believed that a major cause of th
discrepancy is the choice of a hydrogenic wave function
the acceptor, which did not take into account the actual b
structure. In addition, although the chosen material par
etersN0b, R0* , and«, are reasonable, they may not be a
curate. More realistic theoretical simulations of the BMP
main a future challenge.

E. Magnetic behavior of the matrix

The temperature variation of the matrix susceptibilityxm
in the configurationH'c is shown in Fig. 9~b!. These results
are from the fits to Eq.~2!. The temperature variation ofxm
is weaker below the Ne´el temperature of the matrix,TN58
K. The values of xm are comparable to those in th
Cu2MnSnS4 sample with no BMP’s,20 as expected.

The high-field canted-to-paramagnetic phase transi
was studied in sampleA using a 300-kOe hybrid magne
The magnetization data are shown in Fig. 11~a! and the de-
ly

r
d
-

-
-

n

rivative dM/dH in Fig. 11~b!. The observed phase transitio
is more rounded than in the Cu2MnSnS4 sample with no
BMP’s.20 A more rounded transition in samples with BMP
was observed earlier in EuTe.7 The transition field in Fig. 11,
about 225 kOe forT51.4 K, is slightly lower than that in
Cu2MnSnS4.20 Such a lower transition field is consiste
with mean-field theory,31 which predicts a transition field
proportional tox. The saturation moment in Fig. 11~a! is
M0554 emu/g.
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